
VANCOUVER PERFORMING STARS 
Vancouver Performing Stars is a performing arts training program for children ages 1-17 that 

offers a variety of music, theatre, and movement classes in various locations around Vancouver. 
From ballet, jazz, tap, and hip hop to glee and musical theatre, we strive to offer programs that 
are continually growing with our students. By learning technique and confidence through song 

and play, children can hone their skills as performers while developing a love for the arts.  

For more information visit www.performingstars.ca  

SPRING PROGRAMS @ KITS HOUSE 

MINI PERFORMING STARS / 3-4 YEAR OLDS 
Dance and sing their favourite show tunes! Your little performers will develop rhythm, 
characterization, coordination and musicality through movement and song. Students must 
be able to participate without an adult.
3:45-4:30 - Mondays - April 9th to June 18th (no class May 21st)  $99 - 10 Sessions 

JUNIOR PERFORMING STARS / 5-7 YEAR OLDS 

Learn all the essential skills to be a dynamite musical theatre performer! We’ll explore all 
the best numbers from oldies, modern hits, Disney and Broadway. Sing with confidence, 
while learning fun choreography and the acting skills of a star! Visit performingstars.ca 
for more information.  
4:30-5:15 - Mondays - April 9th to June 18th (no class May 21st) $99 - 10 Sessions 

GLEE POP STARS / 8-12 YEAR OLDS 
Step into the shoes of a star! This is a fun and energetic class designed to train young 
performers singing and dance technique while creating their own Glee Club! An informal 
presentation will take place on the last day of the program.
5:15-6:15 Mondays - April 9th to June 18th (no class May 21st) $115 - 10 Sessions



MINI HIP HOP / 3-5 YEAR OLDS 

Want to learn how to move to and groove to your favourite tunes? Learn the basic style of 
hip hop dance in this high energy program. Discover new and exciting moves while 
learning fun and challenging choreography. Beginners welcome! Leave feeling energized, 
confident and excited about dance.  
3:45-4:30 - Tuesdays - April 10th to June 12th - $99 - 10 Sessions

JUNIOR HIP HOP / 6-9 YEAR OLDS 

Want to learn how to move to and groove to your favourite tunes? Learn the basic style of 
hip hop dance in this high energy program. Discover new and exciting moves while 
learning fun and challenging choreography. Beginners welcome! Leave feeling energized, 
confident and excited about dance.  
4:30-5:15- Tuesdays - April 10th to June 12th - $99 - 10 Sessions

YOUTH HIP HOP / 10-14 YEAR OLDS 

Want to learn how to move to and groove to your favourite tunes? Learn the basic style of 
hip hop dance in this high energy program. Discover new and exciting moves while 
learning fun and challenging choreography. Beginners welcome! Leave feeling energized, 
confident and excited about dance.  
5:15-6:15 - Tuesdays - April 10th to June 12th - $115 - 10 Sessions 

REGISTER @ WWW.PERFORMINGSTARS.CA/CLASSES


